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THE PICARD THEOREM FOR RIEMANN SURFACES

H. L. ROYDEN

Abstract. Let W be a Riemann surface other than the sphere, plane, punctured

plane or torus. Let/be a holomorphic map of the punctured disk 0 < |z| < 1 into

W. Then/can be extended to a holomorphic map of the disk \z\ < 1, possibly, into a

Riemann surface W* containing W. We give a new proof of this fact and explore

some consequences of it.

Every Riemann surface, except the sphere, torus, plane and punctured plane, has

the unit disk as its universal covering surface. Let us call any Riemann surface other

than these four nonexceptional. The following theorem is a generalization of the

"big" Picard Theorem for mappings of the punctured disk into one of the nonexcep-

tional Riemann surfaces.

Theorem. Let <p be a holomorphic map of the punctured disk A0 = { z: 0 < |z| < 1}

into a nonexceptional Riemann surface W. Then either <p extends to a holomorphic map

of the disk A = {z: \z\ < 1} into W or else W is contained in a Riemann surface

W* = W U ( p), so that <p extends to a holomorphic map of the disk A into W*.

This beautiful theorem is implicit in the work of Ohtsuka of three decades ago.

Ohtsuka [4] and Huber [2] show that if tp is a holomorphic map of the punctured

disk into a nonexceptional Riemann surface W, and if <p does not extend to a map of

the disk into W, then <p(z) clusters at a single end of W as z -» 0. Ohtsuka observes

[5] that such an end must be planar. The theorem follows easily from these two facts.

The theorem seems, unfortunately, to be almost unknown, probably because

Ohtsuka's statements and proofs are formulated in terms of the larger framework of

cluster set theory for maps into an open Riemann surface. The purpose of this note

is to give a direct proof based on the properties of covering surfaces and to derive

several useful corollaries.

Heins [1] and Marden, Richards and Rodin [3] have given simplified proofs. These

follow Ohtsuka in first showing that the values of q> can only cluster at a single end

of W as z -» 0 and then using topological arguments on W to show that this end is

planar.

We proceed by considering W as the quotient U/T of the upper half-plane U by a

discrete group T of conformai self-maps of U. Each element of T (other than the

identity) is a linear fractional transformation without fixed points in U and having
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either one or two fixed points on the boundary of U. The former are called parabolic

elements, the latter hyperbolic. An element F e T is said to be primitive if F is not

S" for some S e T and « > 1. If T, is a subgroup of T generated by an element F,

then U/Tx is conformally equivalent to a ring domain R = {z: a < \z\< 1). The

generator F is parabolic if and only if a = 0, i.e., iff R = A0.

Let F be a primitive parabolic element of T and let Tx be the subgroup generated

by T. Changing coordinates in U by a conformai self-map so that the fixed point of

T is at oo, we may take F to be the translation F(f) = f + 1. The function el7"s

maps U/Tx one-to-one onto A0. Let \p: A0 -> U/Tx be the inverse of this mapping,

and set \p = it ° ip, where m is the projection of U/Tx onto U/T = W. Thus \p maps

A0 onto W. Moreover, tp is a covering map since it and <p are.

Lemma 1. The map ip: A0 -» W is univalent on the punctured disk { z:0 < |z| < e~").

Proof. The lemma is equivalent to the statement that no two points in the

half-strip ( f : 0 < Re f < 1, Im f > 2) are identified by an element S of T. Since Fis

primitive, no translation in F can identify any two points in the strip { f : 0 < Re f <

1). Let 5 be an element of T which is not a translation. Then

S(S) = (at + b)/(c$ + d)

with a, b, c, d real, ad - be = 1 and c # 0. The fact that S has no fixed point in the

upper half-plane implies \a + d\ > 2. Since

SF" = (aí + an + ¿>)/(cf + c« + </)

is also an element of T, we have \a + d + cn\ ^ 2 for each integer «. We conclude

from this and c ¥= 0 that |c| > 2. For f = ¿ + /'tj we have

.    „,,,, (ad - be)t] 1        1

(C¿ + í/)    + C2T/2        C¿TJ z

provided tj > 4. Thus Imf > t implies ImS(f) < i, so 51 cannot identify distinct

points of { f : Im f > |).    ■

Lemma 2. F«ere « a Riemann surface W* = W U { p) such that the map \p has a

holomorphic extension to a map \¡/*: A -> W*.

Proof. Let C be the image under \p of the circle |r| = e"2" and let D be the image

of ( z: 0 < \z\ < e"2"}. Since \p is univalent on ( z: 0 < |z| < e""), C is a simple

closed analytic curve and D is (conformally equivalent to) a punctured disk. If we

know that C separates D from W ~ (C U D) in IT, we can replace D by a disk

D* = D U { p) so that If* = If U ( p) is a Riemann surface. The restriction of

the map \p to ( z: 0 < |z| < e"2"} extends to a holomorphic map of ( z: \z\ < e'2"}

into D* by the Riemann removable discontinuity theorem, and, hence, \¡> has a

holomorphic extension^*: A -» W*.

To see that C separates D from If ~ (C U Ö), we take an arc y joining a point

px g D to a pointp2 G If ~ (C U £>). Now/?! = i>(zx), where |z,| < e"2vrand t^is a

covering map. Thus y lifts to an arc in A0 joining zx to a point z2 with t^(z2) = p2.

Since |z2| > e~2w, the lifted arc meets the circle |z| = e"2", so y must meet C.   ■
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The reader should note that, if an annulus (or equivalently a punctured disk) D

together with its outer boundary C are topologically embedded in a surface W, then

D can be replaced by a disk to get a (Hausdorff) surface if and only if C separates D

from W ~ (C U D).

These two lemmas assert in effect that a parabolic element F in Y arises because

the surface W = U/T is obtained by puncturing a surface W* with F corresponding

to a class of curves homotopic to the puncture. This fact is classical when Y is

finitely generated.

Lemma 3. Let <p be a holomorphic map of A0 into a ring domain R = {z:

a < \z\ < 1). Then either <p extends to a holomorphic map of A into R or else a = 0

and tp extends to a holomorphic map of A into A = R U (0).

Proof. Since <p maps A into R c A, <p is bounded. Hence <p extends to a map of A

into A by the Riemann removable discontinuity theorem. Since the image of A is an

open set contained in R U ( <p(0)}, we must have <p(0) e R or else <p(0) = 0 and

a = 0.   ■

Proof of Ohtsuka's Theorem. We consider W to be U/T and A0 = U/G,

where G is the group of self-maps of U generated by F,(f ) = f + 1. Then the map tp

lifts to a map <p: U -> U, and <p induces a homomorphism «: G -» T so that

<p° 5 = h(S)° <p. If <p takes |z| = ^ into a curve homotopic to zero, we have

h[G] = ( /}, and the map <p lifts to a map <p: A0 -* U. Since Re tp > 0 in A(), <p

extends to a map tp* of A into U. If it is the projection of U onto Í//F = If, then

<p* = 77- » cp* is a holomorphic extension of cp which maps A into W.

If, on the other hand, h(Tx) ¥= I, then h(Tx) = T" for some primitive element F of

T. Let Tx be the subgroup generated by F. Since «[G] c ri5 the map <p lifts to a map

<p of A0 into R = U/Tx. Lemma 3 implies Ä = A0, whence Fis parabolic. Moreover,

<p extends to a holomorphic map <p* of A into A. We have <p = ^ ° <p, and Lemma 2

states that ip extends to a holomorphic map \p* of A into W*. Thus tp* = \p* ° <p* is

the desired holomorphic extension of <p.   ■

If cp is a map of A0 into a nonexceptional Riemann surface W, and if <p does not

extend to a holomorphic map of A into W, then its extension <p* must take 0 into p,

which was not in W. For such a map and any sequence zn -> 0, we must have

<p(zn) -* p in If*, so tp(z„) has no cluster point in W. Thus we have:

Corollary 1. Let <p be a holomorphic map of A0 into a nonexceptional Riemann

surface W and suppose, for some sequence zn -» 0, the image sequence <p(zn) has a

cluster point in W. Then <p extends to a holomorphic map of A into W.

Corollary 2. Let W be a nonexceptional Riemann surface which is contained in a

Riemann surface Wx and suppose the closure W of W in Wx is compact. Then each

holomorphic map <p of A0 into W extends to a holomorphic map of A into Wx.

Proof. Let px,p2 and p3 be three distinct points of W. If one of these is a cluster

point of tp(zn) for some sequence zn -* 0, then tp extends to a holomorphic map of A

into W by Corollary 1. If not, there is an a > 0 such that <p maps A"0 = ( z:

0 < |z| < a) into W ~ { px, p2, p2) c If, = W\ ~ { px, p2, p3). Since W is com-

pact, <p(l/«) has a cluster point p e If c Wx. But p =/= /?,, so/>e If,. Since W2 is
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nonexceptional, Corollary 1 implies that tp restricted to Aa0 has a holomorphic

extension to W2 c Wx. Combining this extension with tp in a < |z| < 1 gives the

desired extension mapping A into Wx.   ■

Corollary 3. Let V be a Riemann surface obtained by deleting N points from a

compact Riemann surface V of genus G, and W obtained by deleting n points from a

compact Riemann surface of genus g. Suppose 2g + « > 3. Then every holomorphic

map <p of V into W extends to a holomorphic map of V into W. If tp is nonconstant,

then G > g and N > «.

Proof. Corollary 2 implies that <p extends to a holomorphic map of V into If. If <p

is nonconstant, it is onto and gives F as a ramified cover of If. Since <p is onto, the

inverse images of points deleted from If are points deleted from V. Hence N > n. If

<p has order m > 1, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula gives 2(G - 1) = 2m(g - 1) + Lr¡

where the r, are the ramification indices at the branch points of tp. Since these are

positive and m 3> 1, we have 2(G - 1) > 2(g - 1) if g > 0. Thus G > g.   ■
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